MACKEMLIFE
Your guide to the North East

ABOUT ME
I am a 24 year old, Sunderland based travel blogger. I am also a
PhD student focussing on Tourism in Sunderland which makes
this city a huge part of my passions in life.
My favourite things to do are going hiking (wearing my wellies of
course), taking long soaky baths and wearing nothing but comfy
cosy clothing!
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About my blog

I am someone who loves discovering hidden gems, trying
amazing food and supporting our local businesses.
The Mackem Life brand is all about celebrating the North East in
all its glory and proving that it isn't grim up north. In recent

MACKEM LIFE

months I have fetures on two different local radio stations; BBC
Radio Sunderland and Spark Sunderland. And with Spark I now
have a running feature on the station.

BLOG AUDIENCE
MY MOST FREQUENT VISITORS

The vast majority of my blog views come from the UK,
with 95%k of my average monthly views in 2021 were
UK based. The majority were also referred from
Facebook as my posts get shared very frequently and
the following my Facebook page is growing incredibly
fast.

IG AUDIENCE
MY MOST FREQUENT VISITORS

55% of my followers are from the UK, and 22% are from
Sunderland. The majority age group is between 25-34
(52%), and women make up 76% of my overall following
My current engagement rate is 4.5%. .

What I want for my blog

As my blog is still in its very early stages my main
goal is to grow my audience and continue to
provide useful and valuable content that shows off
the best side of the North East.
I would love to start working with more businesses

THE FUTURE
OF MY BLOG

in the region and diversify my content more, as
well as attracting more followers.

